This special issue on the "small college department" is an important one to us. From its founding, Pedagogy has been committed to featuring voices from the full range of institutions in higher education. Good teaching happens everywhere, and we have hoped to highlight the innovative work going on across our discipline. But the particularity of place -and the possibilities and challenges that come with it -also matters. This issue, then, asks us to pause a moment and consider what can be learned -and how English studies might be transformed -from listening to colleagues at colleges and universities that guest editor Mark C. Long describes as "centers of intellectual ambition and innovation, places where faculty interest, expertise, and creative activity directly shape the experiences of undergraduate students." Although their institutions are often marginalized in the professional and public discussions of what "English studies" is, the authors in this issue interpret for us here how their institutions -what Long calls "microclimates in the profession" -provide models of teaching praxis that we all can learn from.
our graduate institution, the University of Washington, was involved from the very beginning with Preparing Future Faculty (PFF), an initiative sponsored by the Pew Charitable Trusts. This program sought to help PhD students understand more clearly the range of faculty responsibilities, particularly at non-RI institutions. Deeply collaborative across colleges and universities, PFF encouraged conversations and mentoring between graduate students and faculty at nonresearch universities to give real insight and practical experience in thinking about our "work" beyond our graduate school imaginings. These experiences no doubt led us to our current institutions: a Christian liberal arts college, a public liberal arts university, and a large, comprehensive state university; they certainly shaped our views of professional life and gave rise to this journal and, inevitably, to this special issue.
We are grateful to Mark C. Long and his contributors for prompting us to recognize that Our profession continues to perpetuate a surprisingly parochial discourse that situates the research institution at the center of intellectual production, value, and prestige. This spatial configuration obscures the realities of a complex system of postsecondary and secondary education made up of four-year liberal arts and comprehensive colleges, community colleges, two-year colleges, and public as well as private universities. . . . If the current traditional conception of the discipline has rendered a great deal of the work of the profession invisible, then it would make sense to talk more about what our colleagues are actually doing outside the doctorate-granting institution.
This special issue of Pedagogy does just that -begins the talk. Enjoy this splendid conversation.
